Needle cartridge introduction

Specification

Precaution

Product name:
Auto-stamp Motorized Meso Machine
Mcdel name: Rebella Pen
Adapter: SV-1000mA

Warranty
The warranty period of the device is 6 months.
We offer repair to our products from the day
they are purchased. If any of our products
have damage or there is trouble, we offer
repair or replacements.

For Warranty Claims:
Regen Suppliers
+1 (888) 568-6909

Package Weight: about 419g
Package Size: 159•123•55 mm

General Maintenance

USER MANUAL

24 Needles

Packing List

36 Needles
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Make sure to inspect the device and adapter
before use.

Item

Quantity

Hand Piece

1 pc

Adapter

1 pc

Manual

1 pc

Power Cable

1 pc

Charger

1 pc

Batteries

2 pcs

Needle Cartridge

2 pcs

Keep it with its power cord off. Wipe its
surface off with a dry cloth.
Keep it away from direct sunlight or high
temperature and humidity.
Do not leave the measurement, repair or
alteration of the device to non-professional
staff.

When you use the device which has not been
used for a long time, make sure to check if it
works properly and safely.
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How to operate
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Preparation

Adjustment of needle length

1. Take out needle cartridge from the sterilized packaging.

Adjust the depth of needle by turning the scale

Speed Display Screen

2. Fit slot of cartridge into pen conactly, push need|e
cartridge horizontally up to the end.

adjustment ring. The depth of the needle
should be adjusted after start of the pen.

Power/Speed Button

3. Lock the needle cartñdge by turning it counter
clock:wise.

Turn it clockwise, needle will be shorter.
Turn it counterclockwise, needle will be longer.
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4. Turn the needle cartridge clockwise and then pull out
horizontdly if you want to remove it. (Fig 1)

@ Battery @ Wired connector @ Charger
Wireless Mode

5. Start the device
Press the power button for 2-3 seconds to start or to
shut down the device.
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Countercockwise
The depth will be langer

The instrument works with rechargeable battery

Wired Mode
The instrument works with alternating current
Scale Adjustment Ring
Speed Display
BMoeassembling
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Charging Status
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Needle Cartridges

The power indicator stays red
while charging

PLEASE READ THE MANUAL BEFORE USE
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Attention
ïn order to arotect the pen, do not invert the instrument to

The power indicator turns green

after charging is completed
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Speed Adjustment
The speed after start of the device is the same

as the speed before shutdown.
The speed changes once each time you press
the button.

